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HUMAN CRANE BY STYPE
CAMERA CRANE

FOR STUDIO AND
OUTDOOR USE



HumanCrane is a highly precise crane built from scratch with virtual effects in mind. Great for indoors & 

outdoors, is waterproof, backlash-free, ensuring extremely smooth operation.

12 m 22 kg11

*other sizes avaliable on request

ARM REACH PAYLOAD

2 m 22 kg

NO. OF EXTENSIONS

1

... ... ...

HumanCrane was designed and produced by stYpe with the goal of introducing to the market a crane that 

eliminates the usual problems that occur when trying to make crane shots involving Virtual or Augmented Reality. 

HumanCrane’s shape was developed using the newest FEM simulation technologies. The elliptical arm pro�le of 

human crane is proven to be optimal for minimizing bending for typical camera crane moves. Unlike other cranes, 

each joint of HumanCrane can be leveled easily and precisely, which is very important for professional level virtual 

effects. The head of HumanCrane can be purchased separately, as it features the standard Mitchel mount. 

HumanCrane head motors are waterproof, backlash-free, and have extremely smooth operation on slow speeds, 

providing probably one of the best motion controls among light-weight crane camera heads.



PAYLOAD 30 KG

MOUNT TYPE Mitchell mount

HEAD OPTIONS 2 and 3 axis head

PAN REACH

180˚/second

HOLE SIZE (cables) 5 cm

WARRANTY 1 year warranty

TILT REACH

360˚

360˚

WEIGHT 5.1 kg

SPEED

“Human Head” is as smart as its name suggests. We designed it having AR/VR applications in mind so each
 joint can be adjusted or leveled easily. 

This head has a standard mitchel mount, so it can also be mounted on other types of cranes, as well as tele-
scopic ones and provide a user with all Stype Kit features such as automatic focusing and aiming. Since the 
head is waterproof this makes it ideal for outdoor shooting as well as indoor.

Motors for the “Human Head” are waterproof, backlash-free, and have extremely smooth operation on slow 
speeds, providing probably one of the best motion controls among light-weight crane camera heads.
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